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“To Spook an Eagle”

How the infamous Michael Myers incited a day of absolute terror on American High’s campus
Vaishnavi Kurupath
Staff Writer
A very (un)happy
Halloween has dawned
upon the American High
School campus. Last week,
the infamous serial killer
Michael Myers haunted
our halls, stabbing the laptops of teachers and ruining students’ transcripts,
the worst tragedy to happen to an academic institution since Infinite Campus. Myers was reported
to have used stink bombs,
broken door locks, and
emotional blackmail to
scare students and teachers
alike. Unfortunately, the
seagulls on campus were
revealed to NOT be another one of Myers’s tricks;
they are very real and will
return during the spring.
The morning began at a

normal pace. It was “a typical day for me. I was talking a whole lot and trying to
cover as much AP material
as possible. A few of them
can make it for the whole period, taking notes,” said Mr.
Baker, AP Biology teacher.
It quickly turned sour when
a rancid smoke entered the
room via the vents, but Mr.
Baker was prepared. “We’ve
had this situation before, in
the old room actually. The
air conditioner caught on
fire above us,” recalls Mr.
Baker. “We ran outside and
then watched it burn. But
yeah, this time, we just ran
out to the basketball courts.”
A confused janitor and a
couple of unsuspecting pigeons confirmed the movements of Mr. Baker’s class.
In addition to stink bombs,
Myers also managed to manipulate the locks of many
classrooms and the SAC,

where senior class council
members were working hard
on tasks that they refused to
comment any further on.
“I was folding shirts for
the full hour,” said Ayana
Kashikar, Senior Council
Senator (12). She and other members were shocked
when the doors were locked
from the outside, as this
tomfoolery is normally not
permitted within the Student Activities Center. “You
can’t eat there, and you can’t
drink there. You also can’t
mess around. And you have
to be on task. I was just folding shirts, and I couldn’t believe this happened,” Ayana
tearfully recalled. However,
like any leader, Ayana prevailed and fought to break
them out. “Our set is, you
know, Teen Beach Movie
vibes. So, there were two
really big surfboards, and I
thought, ‘Oh, wow. This is

great.’ We took one, and we
popped open the window,”
said Ayana. Their efforts
were futile, and insurance
was not able to cover the
costs of the half-broken window. Insurance representative Mr. IAmNotReal issued
a statement in response to
our questions, saying “Myers
is not real, so we are not getting involved. Also, please
stop sending us GIFS lol.”
The SAC’s doors were not

the only ones ravaged by
Myer’s cunning. The portable doors near the 900
wing were also affected
significantly. Mr. Rojas,
AP Government teacher,
was teaching his second
period when the door
shut on itself. He emotionally recalls the incident. “‘I
walked up to my door, and
I looked around and said,
‘Whatever,’” said Mr. Rojas,
Continued on page 16

Amidst the chaos, Michael Myers (left) stops by for a
quick picture with esteemed English teacher Mr. Savoie
(right) in front of his classroom near the portables.

FUSD School Board Elections
newspaper
is
endorsing this campaign
season.
It was not an easy task.
With an election of this
gravity, the decision has
never been more monumental. But looking at the
issues present in current
society, our attention has
landed on a woman who
is determined to focus
on the important things.
Jennifer Kavouniaris.
A trailblazer in politics,
she’s not afraid to voice
ideas that have never been
heard before on the cesspools of conservative Twitter or Reddit. Her plans
and goals are built on a
strong, robust foundation
of cold, hard facts and science. She is a woman of and

Sinchan Mishra, Sahana Narayan
Co-Editors-in-Chief

It’s the time we have
all been waiting for.
Nights are spent sleepless, tossing and turning
with a sense of impending doom. The streets are
empty; a feeling of anxiety fills the air. At school,
students are unable to focus, their minds haunted
by uneasy thoughts about
the imminent event.
It’s time for FUSD
school board elections.
Although everyone
is already well-informed
about the importance
of this groundbreaking
election, our loyal readers are probably wondering who their beloved
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for the people—all people
(except trans people, people of color, and teachers
who want a livable wage).
What are these ambitious plans and goals?
One of Kevinaries’ signature priorities is conserving the Student Resource
Officer (SRO) program in
our schools. (Unrelatedly,
she has expressed her support of the police on her
illustrious Facebook page
through the use of innovative hashtags such as #BackTheBlue and #TheyNeedUsNowMoreThanEver
on a post from October.)
Jennifer Korvinasaurus’s
platform is unique in her
fervent desire to “protect,
promote, and preserve” our
nation’s treasured democratic principles. In this
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effort of hers, she has vehemently opposed the FUSD
school board’s pledge to
one of the most “radical,”
extremist organizations in
the world: Black Lives Matter. Because what could
be more blasphemous
than the fight for equity

Jen k is a woman of and
for the people—all
people (except trans
people, people of
color, and teachers)
for Black people? By denouncing the demands of
this pledge which includes
a call to “expel Republican members of Congress
who attempted to overturn
the election and incited

a white supremacist attack,” Jennifer Kalamari
has proven to us at the
Eagle Era that she is
fighting the good fight—
one for fairness, democracy, and good old-fashioned American justice.
Secondly, but no less
importantly, Jennifer Kavouniar prioritizes those
who matter: the children. She wants to “bring
back Advanced Placement classes in our high
schools,” whose student
bodies have been suffering from a lack of them.
According to Administrator Began Marrington,
“We NEED AP classes
back in our high schools.
Our current students just
Continued on page 9
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Letters from the Editors

Sinchan Mishra
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Dear Eagles,
Welcome back!
It feels a little weird to be
saying that when we’re already a quarter of our way
through the school year.
But it would be wrong
not to start this letter with
that statement, considering you’re currently reading this year’s first issue of
the Eagle Era. We are so
excited to be back! Our
new writers have been
hard at work learning the
ropes of journalistic writing, and some of their trial
articles from the end of
September have already
been published online. If
you’re interested in reading a fresh take on Queen
Elizabeth’s legacy, or about
September’s
railroad
worker strikes, or the history of jazz music, or the
murky origins of the climate change movement,
you can find articles written by some of our new
writers on eagleera.org.
It’s been quite a learning experience putting

our newspaper together this
year. As editors, we want to
carry on the legacy of collaboration and dedication
that the teams before us established, but we also have
a whole store of new ideas
that we can’t wait to share
with you all. One of our
main initiatives this year is
to expand our social media
presence—check out @humansofamerican and @ahs_
eagleera on Instagram!!!
This month’s issue covers a wide range of topics, reflecting the diversity
and talent of our amazing
staff writers. You can read
about our woefully underrated Color Guard and
get to know some of your
teachers better in a piece
about Faculty Fashion. We
also feature articles about
broader current events,
like the East Bay’s problem
of academic inequality and
the necessity of diverse museum audiences. And with
many important local elections coming up, be sure
to check out our centerspread, where you can read
about some propositions on
November’s ballot as well
as the Eagle Era’s official,

very serious endorsement
for FUSD School Board.
As the school year begins to ramp up, with early
college applications due the
day after this paper will be
distributed and the endof-semester rush looming
closer and closer, I hope you
can all find some perspective among the whirlwind.
You survived it before, and
you’ll survive it again. Good
luck and Happy Halloween!
Sahana Narayan
Co-Editor-in-Chief

I always considered myself
as a politically aware person.
Senator initiatives, capital
cat fights, and presidential
drama—I thought I knew it
all. But I’ll never forget the
moment when my old history teacher asked the class
who the mayor of Fremont
was, and not a single person
in the room could recall a
name. Not even a first name.
And it was at that moment
that I realized that I knew
much less than I thought.
I’d like to think that I’ve
made a little progress since
then. And it’s because of this
newspaper, actually. The Ea-

gle Era provided me with the
opportunity to explore local
politics, to interview politicians, and to really see the
rich histories of some of the
candidates running in these
local races. These experiences also helped me recognize and trust in the core
principles of journalism—
accountability, impartiality,
and most importantly, the
independence to learn as
much as you possibly can.
It’s been a delight to see
our new staff writers dip
their toes into the waters of
journalism and recognize
these principles for themselves. Our classroom is
filled with fresh ideas and
busy writers, and it’s looking to be a great year for
the writers of the Eagle Era.
Our editor team has also
been hard at work, busy increasing our social media
engagement(@ahs_eagleera
on instagram!), editing Humans of American and The
Beak Speaks, and trying to
prepare this newsroom for
the upcoming year. And like
I mentioned earlier, we have
taken it upon ourselves to
learn and lead as we traverse
through the world of Fre-

mont politics. You’ll see
that reflected in some of
the pieces in this month’s
newspaper like our interview with Aisha Wahab
and a piece on Jen K. Our
October paper also covers some important topics such as Propositions
26 and 27, teacher strikes,
and academic inequality.
And of course, October is not just the month
before midterms; it is
also the month of Halloween! You can find
out the necessary steps
to take when there is a
serial killer on campus
in this issue, while also
being inspired to return
to the special tradition
of trick or treating this
upcoming Halloween.
With many more
brilliant pieces both in
our paper and website,
I hope this month’s issue of the Eagle Era will
excite you with something new as you read,
the same way it has always done for me. Have
fun and happy reading!

The Power of Silence
How the media needs to handle extremism.
Leith Davidson
Staff Writer
Many journalists enter the industry with
the lofty and noble goal
of exposing the truth
wherever it is hidden
and acting as guardians
of democracy and free
speech. This, however,
is not representative of
reality. While journalists and other members
of the media may believe
that they are championing these values, in truth
they are a small part of
the festering wound that
is American democracy.
It may seem baffling how
those so determined to
do good could become
little more than another
source of the issue. But to
understand this problem,
it is important to understand how mass media
is currently attempting
to counter extremist ideologies, and the way in

which media manipulators take advantage of this.
One of the first instincts
that members of the media
have when approaching extremist thought is to simply
challenge it in the arena
of public discourse in the
hopes that, ultimately, the
more logical ideas will prevail. This actually does little
more than give extremists
a free platform from which
to spread their message.
The way that they do this
is by taking advantage of
the boomerang effect that
occurs when members of
the media publicly negate
a claim or concept. This
leads many to research the
negated claim, which, while
generally not an issue, does
become problematic when
there exists a “data void”
(a term coined by Michael
Golebiewski and Danah
Boyd of Microsoft, in order to describe the failure
of search engines to locate
the results of obscure queries). When a data void ex-

ists, it can be used by media
manipulators to propagate
misinformation and to give
their often radical messages
virality by providing resources to understand their
terminology and ideas on
their terms. This takes advantage of the human tendency to perceive patterns

While journalists
may believe they are
championing these
values, in truth they
are a small part of
the festering wound
that is American
democracy.
in unrelated sets of information, thereby subtly indoctrinating unknowing citizens and imprinting onto
them potentially harmful frames of cognition.
If direct opposition to
these disseminators of disinformation and misinformation only creates a plat-

form from which they can
spread their message, then
it seems only reasonable
that by merely eliminating
their means of public discourse through measures
like social media bans and
other forms of censorship,
it would put an end to the
problem. The reality of this
matter is, however, that
through forms of direct
censorship, these figures are
allowed to assume the role
of a martyr, drawing even
more attention and possibly
support to their cause. Any
form of direct opposition
simply perpetuates the issue.
The solution as I see it,
is an approach called “strategic silence” (a term once
again coined by Michael
Golebiewski and Danah
Boyd in 2009). By utilizing
strategic silence, members
of the media intentionally
ignore the ideas of extremists in order to isolate and
quarantine them. While
this tactic does not necessarily solve the problem

of viral extremism, it does
prevent the problem from
worsening. There is also
an offshoot of this concept called “strategic amplification” which works
best when used in tandem
with strategic silence. Strategic amplification is the
act of indirectly opposing extremism by promoting more rational ideas.
While these strategies
only deal with fledgling
extremist thought, it can
be used to prevent such
ideas from ever being able
to gain any foothold in the
sphere of public discourse.
This, however, can only be
achieved if the media takes
responsibility and accepts
the reality that they are in
fact a part of the problem
that they are working so
desperately to fight. Although reforming mass media is by no means an easy
task, I truly believe that it is
the first and greatest step in
resolving many of the problems ailing our democracy.
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Bay Area Life
Are Museums Gatekeeping Art?
The importance of visiting art museums and expanding their audiences
Sierra Dellenbaugh
Staff Writer
When most people think
of art museums, they think
of old, rich white people
strolling the halls of a pristine gallery, staring at a
black splash of paint on a
canvas and commenting on
the artist’s genius and the
daring statement they made
about humanity’s turn for
the worse. This reputation art museums hold is
reflective of art’s discriminatory past, where only
the most elite members of
society were allowed to attend; however, times have
changed, and many modern artists want to reach
as many people as possible, not just a select few.
Museums that are known
for their local art should
be reflective of the region’s
culture, through the art and
through the people who
visit. Creating a more diverse art museum audience
for local museums would
make different groups of
people feel welcome among
their fellow art lovers, and
it would destigmatize the
idea that art can only be enjoyed by people with a certain level of sophistication.
Ms. Olson, American High’s AP Art History teacher, explains why
she encourages her APAH
students to visit the Bay
Area’s museums: “As good

as photos and reproductions [of art pieces] are,
there is something special
about seeing things in person, kind of like listening
to music on Airpods versus going to a concert. …
[AP] Art History and Art
students, especially, should
go, as they’ll be able to decipher the artworks [with]
much more [detail] than
they thought. It’s like learning to read: They’ll understand what they’re looking

Museums that are
known for their local
art should be reflective of the region’s
culture, through the
art and through the
people who visit.
at, and hopefully feel confidence in their opinions.
… Museums are places
people can see their culture through the eyes of
individuals. It’s important
to connect to culture, notice beauty, and reflect on
people’s experiences.” She
was finally able to take her
APAH students on a field
trip to the de Young Museum in San Francisco earlier
this month, as the trip did
not get approved last year.
Sofia Martinez (12), an
APAH student this year, describes her experience there
and what art means to her:
“I enjoyed my time there. It

was very peaceful [and] a
[nice] escape from school.
I liked how [the de Young]
had different styles of art
from different periods. I
think art is such a broad
term and we can’t put a label to it. I like art, but only
what appeals to my eye. …
We all have our own tastes.
Art has depth to it, and the
more we look at a piece the
more meaning is revealed.”
Emily Strout (c/o 2022
alumni), a former APAH
student, describes the environment of the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art (SFMOMA): “I personally think that the SFMOMA is a bit isolating in
its design, [and] that makes
a lot of people feel out of
place, but that is the nature of modern art. … But
as an art fiend I don’t know
how it feels to be in a museum [if I] [didn’t] have as
much of an interest.” They
visited a number of museums over the summer,
and they think most of the
other museums did a better job at making the environment more welcoming: “Most museums had
super informative plaques,
really in-depth programs
and maps, audio guides,
and [staff around] to help.
… In Paris specifically, it’s
free entry for [practically]
all the museums if you’re
under 19, so that’s a pretty
welcoming price as well!”

Ms. Olson describes
what she thinks museums
should do to encourage
more people to enjoy their
collection: “Museum audiences could and should
expand to include more
young people and people
of color. This is something
San Francisco has tried doing in the past year or so
by making their museums
free to all under 18 every
day and showing [more]
art by people of color.
Oakland [is doing] a great
job of making their shows
more interactive as well.”
The only way the stigma
around art museums can

change is if more people
are willing to go and enjoy
all they have to offer. There
is no one type of art, and
every artist has a different mission behind their
pieces; there is truly something for everyone to enjoy.
There are a number of incredible art museums and
galleries throughout the
Bay Area, and even more
art just waiting to be loved.
Maybe instead of playing
video games or scrolling
through Instagram this
weekend, take a day trip to
San Francisco and witness
the rich culture that’s been
right in front of us all along.

In Dancing at the Louvre, Faith Ringgold comments on the
intimidating nature of the Louvre museum in Paris and the
issues around a lack of diversity in museum goers. Part of a
series surrounding a fictional character, a woman and four
children are pictured dancing and having fun in the museum
in front of the Mona Lisa. Ringgold always had a passion for
art, but she never felt welcomed at museums, as their audiences and staff were predominately white (PC: Smart History).

Through the (Over)looking Glass: The Haves and Have-nots
The overlooked correlation of classroom experience and socioeconomic factors, right here in the Bay.

Ananya Balaji
Staff Writer
We’ve all heard the headlines. The growing income
inequality, the decreasing standards of living for
poor Americans, the outrageous ways that the rich
stay rich. But where this
depressing reality strikes
next may be hitting closer
to home and at the one
place we think of as the ultimate equalizer—school.
And the worst part: we
don’t even realize it’s here.
Dikshya Adhikari (11)

contends, “I don’t think
everybody is just unaware
of it. I think if we were to
address it, people would
be like, ‘Oh, yeah, I’ve seen
[the inequality] before.’
It’s just, I don’t think it’s
talked about enough at all.”
Beyond general awareness, one key part of our
school’s background is being a Title I school, meaning we have a 40% low-income attendance. But for
some curious reason, this is
hardly a part of our public
knowledge. Sanika Sharma
(11) explains, “I had no
idea because I feel like the

people I surround myself
with, especially in AP classes, they don’t usually come
from low-income backgrounds, so I didn’t know
that such a large chunk of
our school came from lowincome backgrounds at all.”
But a collective lack of
awareness isn’t necessarily ignorance, as Adhikari
explains. “[Some people]
just grow up thinking that
everybody’s equal. So it’s
hard to imagine that some
people went through totally
different things than they
went through.” Sharma relates to this idea, describ-

ing, “I never really thought
there was this divide at
American because I wasn’t
really aware of my friends’
financial situations. I just
assumed that everyone had
as much as me, and I assumed that was reflective
of a school majority and
not necessarily because of
the people I’m talking to.”
But this raises another question; how does
this divide alter the education we’re receiving?
The nuances of answering this question go deeper
than just money. Sharma
describes, “Most people at

our school are kids of
immigrants, like South
Asian or East Asian, and
I think that can have a
lot to do with wealth,
but also the rigor of the
courses people take. I
think there’s a lot of pressure that they have from
their parents.” She further explains that American’s position within the
Bay Area contributes to
a specific mentality. “The
Silicon Valley obviously
is a magnet for people
with a certain mental-

Continued on page 7
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How The Pythagorean Theorem Can Explain Inflation
A review on the significance of extending in-class lessons beyond just theory
Anna Babayan
Staff Writer
Every student, at one
point in their schooling careers, has forsaken
the name of Pythagoras.
The proverbial chants of
“When am I ever going
to use this” ring through
the hallways of every
school as students lament the meaninglessness and irrelevancy of
their learnings. It’s easy
to sympathize with their
hatred of the Pythagorean theorem when all
lessons are isolated from
the real world. The sentiment exists outside of the
math classroom and extends to almost all other
subjects as well. Students
find themselves learning
about World War I in history, the laws of physics
in science, and the history of discrimination
in English. At American
High School, teachers
have noticed students
experiencing a disconnect from the material

and have begun to take action to remedy this disconnect by incorporating the
discussion of current, reallife events in their lessons.
These practices have produced a debate for whether
talking about current events
in class is an extension of
in-school education or a
waste of valuable class time.
Mr. Peffer, AP Economics
and AP European History
teacher, says that he believes
current events are more
than relevant to the student
body and their education.

“It’s important to connect
concepts with what’s going
on outside, especially with
the economics class. The
stuff we’re talking about, I
relate it to everybody’s life,
and it brings them a little
bit closer [to the class material]. I’m not saying everybody pays attention, but for
the people who are, they can
see what things are going on
and where we’re headed, to
keep us involved.” He puts
it best when he states, “[It’s]
not just being a participant
and just letting the waves

lap over you but to actually
be swimming with the tide.”
Administrator Ms. Marine agrees with Mr. Peffer
while recounting her own
experience as a teacher before she became an admin.
“The overarching theme
for my whole class related to the curriculum and
standards was the question: How do we impact
society and how does society impact us? Teachers
don’t teach in a vacuum.
” A broad understanding
of the current global situ-

After a collective groan, sophomore students stare blankly into spaces in sorrow as
Mr. Peffer passes out a timed essay assignment, reciting the requirements and expectations for his AP European History Class.

ation, according to Ms.
Marine and Mr. Peffer,
can help students connect
better with the material
and hopefully help them
to draw their own connections outside of class.
This real world approach is appreciated
by students, who admit
that news presentations
provide for them what
they themselves wouldn’t
think to seek out. Nali
Yip (12), student of Mr.
Peffer, reveals, “I don’t
keep up with the news
myself, which is why I
appreciate teachers talking about current events
in classes. If it weren’t for
those classes, I probably
wouldn’t know anything
about what was going on.”
Yip isn’t the only student at the school who
doesn’t stay up to date
on the news, however, as
many other students admit to neglecting the real
world at times. Giovanny Ramirez (11) says, “I
don’t personally search up

Continued on page 12

The Importance of Conversation
There is urgency in the need for teacher-student communication concerning teacher strikes.
Reva Gokhale
Staff Writer

Picture it: you
come to school and
your first period
teacher isn’t there.
During
brunch,
you see a group of
adults in matching
red shirts standing
near the parking
lot holding signs.
You don’t know
what’s going on––
you just love that
you haven’t been
assigned
homework or a lesson
plan. Your third
period
teacher
makes an announcement that
they will no longer
be checking emails

or
holding
meetings
outside of strict school
hours. Your fourth period
teacher is also missing.
And then you hear
the rumors at lunch:
your teachers are all on
strike, there’s no information about how long it
will last, and no one has
any clue what that means
for the student body.
There is a major disconnect between students and
teachers when it comes to
the issue of teacher strikes.
Part of the reason could
be that the conversation
is just awkward to have.
Ms. Rossi, the head of the
science department, explains that teachers have
to approach these discussions with immense caution. “I don’t think it’s an
easy conversation to have,”

she says. “First of all, it depends on the type of relationship that you have
with your students. Some
students you can get a little
closer to, and maybe there
are some classes where you
have students you don’t really feel that open to discussing that. Maybe they’re
not going to be receptive.”
English teacher Mr.
Savoie agrees with these
fears, but adds that the
benefits can sometimes
outweigh the risks. “I feel
it is our civic duty that students should know about
these issues because it directly impacts them. And
sometimes when we’re not
heard as teachers, you’d
be surprised how much
gets done when a parent complains. The more
students are involved, the

more parents are aware,
and more change can
happen,” he points out.
But the situation is
more complex than just
teacher-student connection. History teacher Ms.
Mishal explains, “Some
teachers don’t want to feel

a worker being paid a
livable wage is more
common sense than it
is politics.
like they’re influencing
students in any particular
way.” It is a high priority
for teachers to ensure that
any information they give
to students is free of divisive politics or skewed
truths. As a result of the
power imbalance present within the classroom,
teacher advocacy for any

particular political
perspective can be
a dangerous practice, especially when
discussing
teacher
strikes. At the same
time, a worker being
paid a livable wage is
more common sense
than it is politics.
Ms. Rossi puts it
best: “People say we
should not talk about
politics, but this is
not that. It’s different
from picking a side
or telling you who to
vote for. Politics is in
everything. The laws
impact our lives. So
we may have to have
some political discussions in that sense,
but we just have to be
Continued on page 7
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Faculty Fashion
An autumnal exploration of the most dapper drip sported by the teachers of AHS
Vincent Nghiem
Staff Writer
Over the course of September flourished a string
of popular TikToks presenting outfits that their
creators would wear if they
were teachers. They were
zany, they were creative —
but ultimately uninformed.
So why not ask
teachers
themselves?
“I would say it very much
depends on the day,” Mrs.
Smith, AP English Language
and Composition and ELD
teacher, asserts when asked
about her day-to-day sense
of fashion. “There are times
when I want to project a
confident and professional
demeanor and can certainly do that through wearing professional clothes.”
Famous for her lavish
approach to dress-up days
here at American, Mrs.
Smith is the embodiment
of our school’s spirit. “I certainly live for Spirit Week.
Can’t tell you how excited
I am that this year we have
two Spirit Weeks this fall.”
Mrs. Smith finds that
dressing up with spirit is as
memorable for her students
as it is for her. “I would say
that some of the more outrageous outfits that I wear
for school spirit help them
[students] to appreciate the
opportunity to add some
fun to the school day,” Mrs.
Smith says. “I have certainly
surprised students before.
I have had students I’ve
worked with all year who introduced themselves to me
during dress-up weeks when
I don’t look at all like myself.”
One of Mrs. Smith’s most
admired pieces is a long
dress depicting a green sea
turtle against the vibrant
blue of the ocean, although
its origins are rather surprising. “I stole the turtle
dress from my sister this
summer,” Mrs. Smith reveals with a laugh, proving
that inspiration truly can
come from anywhere (with
or without permission).
One of the common
trends that students notice
among English teachers like
Mrs. Smith declares that
they often dress in a similar
manner and, for mysterious and unknown reasons,
always seem to wear a particular item: the cardigan.
Mrs. Smith, though, is
happy to reveal all. “The

cardigan is such an interesting element of the wardrobe.
We find that classroom-wise
[and] building-wise, depending on where you have to go
on campus, we can’t control
the temperature as well as you
can control the ability to add a
layer and take off the layer,” she

“I would say that some
of the more outrageous outfits that I
wear for school spirit
help students to appreciate the opportunity to add some fun to
the school day,” Mrs.
Smith says.
explains. “A cardigan becomes
much easier to work with than
a sweatshirt that goes over
your head and potentially affects hair. It’s a fascinating concept.…There’s nothing in the
teacher preparation programs
that say[s] you must dress
this way, but it is interesting
that we tend to gravitate especially toward that cardigan.”
But despite her long tenure
here at American, Mrs. Martin,
who teaches English 9 Honors and AP English Literature
and Composition, never knew
about this particular phenomenon. “No idea that was a
joke!” she laughed on an overcast, mid-October morning.
That day, she took a simple and clean approach to the
day’s dress with a black tunic
lined with lace on its bottom
edge under a cream-colored
cardigan striped with black. “I
enjoy a tunic. I think it’s versatile; I think it’s feminine.”
Mrs. Martin completed her
outfit with a pair of skinny
light pink jeans. “I am wearing
jeans that are very reminiscent of the 80s with the zippers. We always called them
pegged jeans—just the nar-

rowing down at the ankle.”
Modest jewelry added a few
shining touches to her outfit:
three silver hoops in her left
ear, two in the right, and two
necklaces, one larger than the
other, bearing a silver heart
charm. What stood out the
most about Mrs. Martin’s outfit, though, was the sophisticated statement made by her
shoes, a pair of squeaky clean
black Doc Martens.“I fell in
love with Doc Martens last
year. I always thought I was
too old to wear Doc Martens,
and once I started wearing
them, I didn’t want to stop,”
Mrs. Martin explains. “And
so now I have three different pairs of Doc Martens.”
Overall, the clean-cut simplicity of her outfit was universally appealing, proving
that fashion is truly timeless.
“It took me 50 years to come
around to it [the Doc Martens]. But I’ve decided I‘m
not too old, and I’m gonna
wear ‘em because I like them.”
A short stroll from Mrs.
Martin’s room, and the eclectic fashion sported by Ms.
Luong, who teaches English
9 Honors and English 12,
awaits at room P-C. That same
morning, she donned a colorful combination of textures
and graphics, her tee bearing
a flashy retro shirt from a favorite artist of hers. “I went
to a Tom Jones concert yesterday night, and I got some
merch from there. He’s not
nearly as good-looking as he
used to be only because he’s 82
now. But anyway, I’m glad the
shirt has a young him on it.”
A green pleated skirt
draped over her shoes. “I
found this somewhere in a
thrift store,” Ms. Luong clarifies. “I like muted colors. It’s
what I tend to stick with.
Sometimes I wear a lot of
patterns but not so much.”
Nevertheless, despite her
special pieces, Ms. Luong

stays true to her bare essentials. “I wear the same socks
everyday. White socks. And
I have one of two [pairs of]
shoes.…I got them from
some dodgy Chinese website.”
An avid thrifter, Ms. Luong often garners much appreciation from her students
for her impeccable sense of
style. “I think my students
compliment me quite often,
which is funny, because they’ll
say things [such as] ‘Hey, do
you thrift?’ As if there’s a certain type of way that you look
when you thrift clothes, but
they’re always right—I do.”
Swing by the portables, and
you might catch a glimpse of
Mr. Oviatt, who teaches Living Earth, Anatomy, and Advanced Anatomy. His typical
outfit usually consists of a pair
of shorts topped off with a tee
from his famous collection of
shirts displaying science-related jokes. On this occasion, he
wore a clever gray t-shirt reading, “I Like to Party and By
That I Mean TeAcH Science,”
with the word “teach” spelled
out by chemical symbols.
Mr. Oviatt does not hesitate to divulge some of the
cheeky responses to his clothing. “I’ve got a few that are
more anatomy related, and
my students say, ‘Oh, you
need to wear that on the day
of the test,’ so they can try
to get some hints off of it.”
Known as a laidback and
amiable teacher, Mr. Oviatt
aims to ensure that students
find his classroom to be a safe
learning environment, and his
silly shirts certainly help. “It
leaves [students] open or allows them to feel more comfortable [when] approaching
[me] because if nothing else,
they can use that as a way to
approach conversations or this
or that, and so it gives them an
opening or allows them to feel
a little bit more comfortable.”
Meanwhile, in the rotunda,

Silver rings and magenta-painted nails aglitter, Mr. Elam showcases his lush autumn
outfit from the comfort of his classroom.

the mere utterance of the
name conjures up images
of lush suits, flashy jewelry, and deep, rich colors—
Mr. Elam, who teaches
U.S. History and World
History, is known as one
of the best-dressed on
campus. “I would say that
I am an incredibly obnoxious individual, and clothing is a really fun way to
demonstrate that I am absolutely a shopaholic and
clothing is my personal
shopping vice,” he says.
Indeed, his outfit on
October 12 was a precisely curated expression
of himself: a soft maroon
coat enveloping a summery floral button-down,
a brown belt, a pair of
green slacks, and plenty
of jewelry. “I think that it’s
really fun to have clothing themes, which has
been really cool—like every Wednesday [I] wear
pink because of Mean
Girls, [and] on Monday I
typically wear a suit because I like to start the
week off looking good.”
Mr. Elam’s style has
never failed to draw rapt
attention. “Students last
year caught on to my habits and were able to predict what I was going to
wear to match [my habits]
which I think was cool.…
So if I’ve got fresh nail polish and rings and earrings
and everything on, then
you know that today, Mr.
Elam has a lot of energy.”
Whether they intend
to express themselves
or put a smile on students’ faces, though, the
AHS faculty wants to
say that they appreciate
the love for their fashion
senses—jokes included.
“If I didn’t care what
students thought I would
show up in sweats and
a hoodie every day,” Mr.
Elam admits. “I also appreciate that a lot of students feel comfortable
making fun of it. I’m colorblind and have a really
hard time coordinating
colors.…Usually students
will call me out on it, and
y’know what? It’s what I
can do. It’s just fun to get
the conversation going. It’s
nice to be complimented.
Nice to be recognized.”
“It also just makes
me happy,” Mr. Elam
explains. And in the
end, isn’t the goal of
fashion precisely that?
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AHS Activities
Don’t Let Your “Guard” Down!
How American’s Color Guard has been performing in the 2022 Fall season
Siena Encarnacion
Staff Writer
Tubas, flutes, clarinets,
trumpets. Everyone’s heard
of these common band instruments before. However,
when you think of a shimmering flag, or notice a metal
pole being flung six feet into
the air, no one would believe that this “instrument”
would also have its own section in American’s marching
band. For an activity that’s
uniquely flamboyant and
eye-catching, few on American’s campus have seen or
even heard of Color Guard.
What is Color Guard? To
put it simply, Color Guard is
a dance that visually represents the music being played
by a band. The members of
this section perform interpretive choreography based
on the music played by
the band instrumentalists.
However, some key differences set Guard apart from
other mainstream dances
– for example, the equipment used during the shows
are typically flags, sabres,
rifles etc. Mrs. Wong, the
Color Guard instructor at
American High explains,
“[Guard] is a visually exciting, energetic and very
physically active activity.”
“Not gonna lie, I kind of
expected it to be really, really easy.” Janine Ty, a sophomore on the Guard team

added. “[From a distance] it
looks like we’re just moving a
flag around, but in the beginning, I couldn’t even figure
out how to do a drop-spin.
There are a lot of things that
go into even the basics that
[make] Color Guard more

your own section. As for field
shows, [we perform that at]
halftime games. Usually, you
have fun after everything is
over. [They’re] also more of a
bigger thing because they take
up so much space. And you
have to know how to perform

on Sunday that you can’t do
anything else.” And like many
other on-campus activities,
Color Guard is still recovering
from the effects of Covid-19.
“[Pre-COVID,] we had more
people, clearly. We also had
stronger leadership, partially
because we had a separate instructor. But I think the dif-

Isabella Phan (10) is practicing choreography performed during Color Guard’s field show using
a swing flag. A swing flag is a smaller flag that is typically held with one hand.

difficult than other dances.”
American’s marching band
and Color Guard put on two
types of performances– parades and field shows. The
Color Guard captain Naomi
Tchao (12) breaks it down:
“Parades usually engage the
audience and are regular city
activities. Both [field shows
and parades] are competitions, but a parade has us
marching for a longer distance
and [has] less detailed choreography. It’s fun because you
get to see so many people you
know, up close [while you’re
performing.] And you can
also do formations within

within that large space. [Field
shows feel] more of a show.”
In order to properly perform at parades and field
shows, Color Guard has extensive practices where they learn
choreography or practice exercises with the equipment to
improve their technique. However, the lengthy practices lead
to the Color Guard having its
fair share of problems as well.
“Guard can be really timeconsuming.” Naomi Tchao
(12) states. “It takes at least
three days out of your week.
On top of that, there are competitions or rehearsals on Saturdays. Then you feel so tired

ference between pre-COVID
and post-COVID is that it’s
harder to have as much passion as we did before. [Comparing my freshmen year with
this year,] I can see a clear
difference in charisma. And
maybe that’s because I’m in
leadership now. But particularly this year, it’s hard to get
people to be committed because people have other sports
or after-school activities. And
I mean, of course, they’re welcome to have them. It’s just
usually we’re used to people
putting marching band first.”
Despite this, many of Color
Guard’s new members are pas-

sionate about what the future
holds. When asked about her
hopes for the future of Guard,
Sophia Perry (10) eagerly
replies: “I really hope that
we are able to create a safe
space for everybody [here in
Guard]. And we can inspire
some people that haven’t
even heard of a marching band to participate and
show support. And I really
hope that we can win more
awards and build a stronger community together.”
This positive sentiment is
equally shared amongst all
the other members, and their
hard work shines through
the exciting performances
put on during the numerous
parades and halftime shows
in-between football games.
If you’re interested, there
are countless ways to support American’s band and
Color Guard. However, as
Silas Hughes (11), the Color Guard co-captain states,
“[the best way to support us
is] to watch our show! We
put in so much hard work
and effort. [During] halftime
shows, a lot of people don’t
really watch and I can understand; that’s your break
from watching the football
game, and [the football team
puts] in so much effort too.
That’s really awesome. But
if you want to watch the
halftime show and find it
interesting, please watch
it! If you enjoy it, please
cheer– give a reaction. We
crave it. Honestly. We really love and appreciate it.”

A Sinking Sport

Why do people seem less interested in Water Polo at American High?
Vir Sinha
Staff Writer
The whistle is blown,
and both teams splash
towards the middle of
the pool in pursuit of the
yellow ball. One player
comes up with the ball,
and methodically treads
their way to the other
team’s goal. 48 minutes
later, the final whistle
blows, but the stands respond with nothing more
than light applause and
scattered cheers. Friends
and family are in attendance to support their
loved ones, but no one is
watching water polo for
the sake of water polo.
Water polo is a pool
sport that, despite be-

ing an Olympic sport,
has always been relatively
underrepresented at the
high school level. Despite
American High School’s
recent success, especially
for the varsity boy’s team
with a record of 15-4, the
stands are usually scarce,
barring friends and family coming to support the
team. So why is no one
watching this unique sport?
“I think the fact that people don’t really know what
water polo is [why] they’re
confused on how the game
is played and stuff like
that,” says Nicole Ventura
(12), member of the varsity girl’s team. “Most people don’t really recognize
how hard the sport is until they’ve actually seen it.”

The sport is rough: players are constantly treading water, swimming back
and forth trying to throw
the ball into each other’s
goals, with physical defenders breathing down

Despite American High
School’s recent success, the stands are
usually scarce during
water polo games.
their necks, kicking and
pulling them under the
water so the referees can’t
see. It certainly isn’t easy.
Although water polo has
always been a less popular
sport at American High,
the interest seems to be dying. This season, the girls’

team didn’t have enough
players to make a JV squad,
so they had to put new
players into the Varsity
environment. Ventura explains, “We wanted to make
sure that our team was big
enough so that our varsity
team had extra players…
There [are] also people who
weren’t able to fully commit and not having people
who are ready to commit
kind of just put us on edge.”
This was not the case
just a few years ago, as AHS
alumnus and former Captain of the girls team Richa
Maharate (AHS Alumnus)
states, “I think overall, if
you played the sport for
at least a season [and] you
enjoyed it, and you would
want to come back; I don’t

think I ever really saw people getting disinterested.”
But is this disconnect
only present at American
High? Sanah Suri, a junior
on the JV girls’ team at
James Logan High School,
says, “Our parents and
close friends will come and
watch us and it’s always super hype; at least at Logan.”
There seems to be more interest in other schools than
at American, but it still isn’t
a very popular option; as
Suri puts it, “People are interested in that, but they’re
scared too; water polo is
a lot of work. When you
see people drowning each
other, it’s scary, you know?”
Although the hype seems

Continued on page 12
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Through the (Over)looking Glass: The Haves and
Have-nots Cont.
ity and income class. So a
lot of the parents around
here are in IT, or somehow moved here because
of the Silicon Valley hub.
So I think that definitely
contributes to their mentality and how they expect
people to be academically.”
Beyond the general attitude towards academia at
American, there is a complicated psychology that
may shed light on the way
we can combat educational
inequality at American.
Sharma expresses that in
AP Classes, “I think it’s very
rigorous. The teachers don’t
really want to give you a
break, and I think it’s also
kind of competitive. You’re
always comparing yourself
to the people around you.
When a test comes back, it’s
always ‘What did you get?’”
She adds that resources correlate with someone’s ability
to thrive in this type of an
AP environment. “You can
still do well in them without
a lot of resources, obviously,
but it’ll be more difficult.”
Adhikari further elaborates, “There’s a lot of nuances that go with being in
an AP class where you’re
from a lower financial situation.” When asked wheth-

er she was getting paid for
working at her family’s
business, Adhikari explains
a weird consciousness she
felt. “I didn’t realize that
most people expect to get
paid. I didn’t even know
how to approach that question. So I was like, ‘No, I’m
just helping my family…
’And that just made me realize how different I am at
our school, and how much
that affects other people,
and their mindset, and even
their mental health. Coming to school and realizing
that people are so much
more well off. So it’s kind
of like, why am I even here,
why am I competing against
these kinds of people?”
But whether these ad-

vantages and disadvantages
threaten the meritocracy of
our school system is debatable. Alexandra Castaneda
(11) argues that, “For a low
income person, I can understand how they might
be taking jobs, which can
affect whether they take
an AP class or not, but at
the end of the day, they’re
going to take it or they’re
not, and if they do good,
that’s on them. Yes, a person who’s wealthy might
have an advantage. But at
the end of the day, if you
do good, you do good, and
if you do bad, you do bad.”
But there does seem to be
some consensus that there’s
work to be done to make
classrooms a more positive

place, and that can have a
big impact on low-income
students who are often discouraged by the current
setting. Adhikari explains,
“I think that there should
definitely be an overview
of the amount of classwork,
the hours of homework per
week, test schedule, and late
work and extension rules
listed under a class, from
the get-go. This way, it’s not
just helping low income
students, but helping everyone overall to not feel too
overwhelmed with school
and the classes they pick.”
Castenada agrees, adding,
“I really want the administration to make sure regular classes are supposed to
be easy. They should really

The Importance of Conversation Cont.
careful [that we are not]
influencing students [or]
trying to force our ideas
on them.” Open, unbiased
communication between
students and teachers becomes possible when it
is carried out intentionally and unabashedly.
This is especially true
because in a way, students are partially responsible for creating
the toxic working conditions teachers are trying
to protest. “I don’t feel
like I have a work-life
balance at the moment.
No one tells you before
you become a teacher
how much grading is involved,” Ms. Mishal jokes.
Then she sobers, her
laugh quieting. “It takes
a lot. My hours don’t
end at 3:30 PM, and they
don’t start at 8:30 either.”
It’s because of us. The
students. Teachers are
expected to be reachable

via phone or email long after school has ended; they
are forced to spend unpaid
hours grading late work
on weekends. “We take on
more responsibilities than
we would like,” Ms. Mishal
says––they do so in order
to help their students succeed, but it’s usually not
until work-to-rule protests
begin and teachers are
available only during strict
school hours that the student body truly begins to
understand the magnitude
of the work teachers complete on their own time.
Thankfully, wonderfully, and in a display of
young civic spirit, students
actually want to talk about
what is going on––just as
we contribute to the problem, we can be a part of
its solution. For instance,
Shrinithi
Sathyaseelan
(12), who has been able to
observe student-staff relationships over the course

of four years, advocates
vehemently in favor of
bridging the information
gap. “Talking about it only
brings about benefits,”
she says. “I definitely prefer more communication
because it’s good for us
and the teachers; it helps
the school as a whole by
building the community.”
Not only that, but most
students don’t know that
when teachers protest, they
do it to improve school for
their students as well. Ms.
Rossi gives the example
of class size: “Class sizes
are becoming larger and
larger since I got here.
And I have to work definitely more at home because I have more things
to grade, but I think that
for the students it’s much
worse. It’s hard to have
one-on-one time when
you have 34 [students] in
a class instead of 28. Also,
the amount of groups: in

my class I only have space
for eight groups, so now
I have to have groups of
five.”
The amelioration of the current school
environment is essentially
at the core of teacher protests, and it is in students’
best interests to understand that and take action.
In Ms. Mishal’s words,
“I think when everyone
is happy, everything just
works better. If teachers
are feeling fulfilled, they
can be more attentive and
more present for their stu-

look into whether they
are actually easy? I think
that’s a big problem.”
Castenada further implores on changes inside
the classroom, adding
that, “[Teachers should]
offer their support and
[not] get annoyed when
[students] ask questions. I have two teachers that get annoyed if
you ask questions, which
is so infuriating, especially if you’re confused
on a little thing. Even a
simple explanation of
that little question can
make a huge difference.”
She adds, “I feel like being more lenient towards
due dates, and extensions, when you have
a valid excuse, [could
help]…When I know
the teacher understands
what the students are
going through, it’ll help
me like the class more.”
The lens through
which we view our
classroom experiences,
meritocracy, and wealth
at American seems to
need some updating.
And where we might
want to start, is turning
up the focus on the students who need it most.

dents, and students will
do better, and then when
students are doing well
parents are happy; it just
bleeds into everything.
We can have more funding, we can have access
to more books, more
lab equipment, we can
host more field trips,
and maybe offer even
more electives. It takes
awareness. I think students need to be more
aware because student
voices are important.”
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Election

Proposition 26 vs. 27: What’s the Deal?
What’s the story behind the propositions plaguing advertisements everywhere? Logan King and Surya Chelliah explore the benefits and downfalls of Propositions 26 and 27.
Surya Chelliah, Logan King
Staff Writer, Guest Writer

Gambling addictions or the cycle of homelessness. It may not be the first conundrum one may think of, but it is one
that California is actively facing. If you’ve spent almost any time in the last two months watching YouTube, you undoubtedly have seen commercials advocating for or disparaging Proposition 26 or 27. What are these propositions, and what do
they stand for? Their dominance of advertisement space has gradually drawn much attention to the conflict between the
two. Proposition 26 calls for expansion of in-person gambling, including sports betting, and the continued ban of online
gambling. Proposition 27 permits online sports betting for those above the age of 21, and routes a large fraction of profits
toward rehabilitation for the homeless, struggling native tribes, and gambling addicts.

PROP 26
Logan King

Proposition 26 only expands in-person sports betting
and gambling at tribal casinos and racetracks. Proposition
27 would legalize online sports betting in California, increasing Californian exposure to online gambling, which is much
more addictive. According to Algamus, a major gambling
treatment center, online gambling is more addictive because
of its easier access, quick payments, and easier concealment. The amount of additional debt, homelessness, and
treatment needed that could result from Proposition 27
might actually outweigh any positive economic effects it
could have on the homeless and disadvantaged. In Proposition 26, only in-person forms of gambling would be allowed,
reducing the risks of an increased number of addicts and
potentially taking customers of off-shore or illegal sports
betting websites.
Proposition 26 only expands new forms of gambling at
in-state racetracks and tribal casinos. The 82 tribal casinos
of California provide 124,274 jobs and have a $20 billion
annual impact on local economies according to the American Gambling Association, and have given $1.6 billion to
nongambling tribes through the California Indian Gaming
Revenue Sharing Trust Fund alone. This casino money is the
lifeblood of many tribes who need them to provide self-reliant healthcare, housing, education, and infrastructure for
themselves. With the legalization of Proposition 27, tribes
would have to compete with nationally powerful sports
betting sites like DraftKings and FanDuel, which are based
outside of California and would take money outside of the
California economy.
10% of profits from sports betting at tribal casinos and
racetracks through Proposition 26 would go to the state via
taxes. Of this 10%, 15% would be spent on helping problem
gamblers with mental health and addiction, and another
15% to enforcement of gambling laws. These funds would
help offset any negative effects and problems gamblers that
the law would create. The remaining 70% of the tax would
go to the state’s general fund, which is more flexible and
can be used for any of a number of public services that the
state provides.
Proposition 26 requires that gamblers be 21 or older
and physically present with an ID to place bets. 15% of
tax revenue from sports betting would also go to the enforcement of these new laws. The ID requirement and the
money allocated to enforcing this all makes Proposition 26’s
implementation of sports betting safer than Proposition 27,
which would allow greater access to gambling devices with
potentially more dubious security systems. Minors could use
false identification or their parent’s information to gamble
illegally with no supervision under Proposition 27. This would
not be so easy under Proposition 26.

PROP 27

Surya Chelliah

While Proposition 27’s legalization of online gambling makes the act
more accessible, the policies its funds are siphoned from lead to the
potential for a far higher yield in profits to use for public welfare than
Proposition 26. Proposition 27 takes 10% of all monthly funds from
corporations approved for operation in California to address aid for
those in need. The approval fees for corporations will sit at around
$100 million for a mere five years, with a $10 million renewal fee every
period added to the fund.
The California Online Sports Betting Trust Fund (COSBTF), formed
by Proposition 27, is where the crux of the proposition lies. The COSBTF
dictates that, as previously mentioned, 10% of all monthly funds from
all California-approved online gambling services will be taken for public services and welfare. Adding onto this, the approval fees will also
be siphoned into the fund. The COSBTF will disperse the pool into three
sects: 15% to disadvantaged tribes that are uninvolved in gambling
and 85% to gambling addiction and homeless rehabilitation programs
on a local level. This could immensely reduce California’s current
homeless population of 161,000, with an estimated extra $40 million
given to them annually. The welfare of uninvolved tribes also allows
California to care for the native population that may lose opportunities for profits due to the gambling being taken corporate. Proposition
26, on the other hand, only has a mere 15% of total profits after state
regulatory costs split up for welfare, with the California General Fund
taking 70% and proposition enforcement taking another 15% of the
earnings.
The exclusivity of accommodation of gambling for corporations
that would have to be admitted by tribes additionally helps the Native
tribes to prevent the overwriting of previous agreements made with
them by the state of California, including one entailing Native control
of casinos, gambling and profit made from gambling. Proposition 27
also has set the minimum gambling age to twenty-one, just as Proposition 26 did. The exclusivity also allows California to charge the exorbitant approval fees to fund the COSBTF further.
Proposition 27’s allocation of funds for those in poverty and homelessness once more outperforms Proposition 26 in terms of public
welfare. Proposition 26’s tight enforcement system could “reduce
the taxes and fees they [cardrooms] pay to the cities where they are
located,” according to the California Legislative Analyst’s Office. This
would be due to cardrooms being more conservative with their participants, along with the amount of money and games played to avoid
the court cases with the Department of Justice that could lose them
$10,000 in violations. This reduction in taxes would further decrease
Proposition 26’s already small margin for public welfare. Proposition
27’s enforcement, on the other hand, mainly focuses on illegal online
gambling; having those caught illegally participating pay a 15% fee of
all earnings. Proposition 26’s minuscule split for welfare also does not
support the homeless population nor the disadvantaged tribes left
behind by the years and inflation. Paling in comparison to tens of millions being provided to those by Proposition 27.
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Aisha on the Issues

Learn about Aisha Wahab, a candidate in the District 10 State Senate election
Sinchan Mishra, Sahana Narayan
Co-Editors-in-Chief

Future Intentions

Meet Aisha Wahab

Why are you running for State Senate?
AW: I grew up in this district. This is the place that I work at. I
want to address some of the challenges that we face. Housing
at all income levels, public safety, and justice for all. Fighting
climate change. I think these are all issues that our generation
really want to tackle

What are three main goals you hope to achieve as state
senator?
AW: I definitely want to ensure that we are prioritizing housing
at all income levels. Also, I want to make sure that we prioritize
public safety and justice for all people. And my third priority is
supporting small businesses that create local jobs.

What are your plans to ensure quality public education
for students?
AW: I think that we should be investing in our community
[members] obtaining an education that really works for
them. Nobody should go broke. [Pursuing education] is how
we make our community smarter, safer, stronger, and I want
to prioritize that as much as possible. Teachers should be
paid fairly. We should make sure that our curriculum supports a 21st century model, from coding to technology to
science, math, as well as the arts.

And you mentioned you also have the endorsement of
the incumbent Bob Wieckowski. Are there any policies
of Wieckowski’s that you hope to carry on or change?
AW: Wieckowski has historically been a huge climate activist, and I really want to continue that effort. In Hayward,
we’ve passed some aggressive environmental policies. So I
will be prioritizing that as state senator.

“When we’re talking about things like the potholes in our
streets, the quality of education that you have in your own
school, the minimum wage jobs that many students may be
working, that’s all under the local level or state level. So it’s important to vote for somebody and volunteer for somebody that
understands the issues that really impact the local community,
to really see the influence that local leaders have on local policies.” (PC: aishawahab.com)
Read the rest on eagleera.org!

aren’t prepared for college
as it is. They need to challenge themselves further.”
The last time that any
FUSD high school offered
a single AP or even honors
class was over a century ago,
at Washington High School
(the oldest of FUSD’s educational
institutions).
But Kalvinharris’ support for the educational
system also extends to its
irreplaceable pillars: the
teachers. She’s “ready to
serve the educators” which
is so obviously illuminated
by her ardent opposition
to teacher unions. Nowhere is this sentiment
better exemplified than
in a silver-tongued condemnation she delivered
through a Facebook comment, which reads, “The
teachers unions have been

FUSD School Board Elections Cont.
hijacked by the people who
want to destroy America.”
Teachers are endlessly
grateful to Kavanaugh.
According to Mr. Teacherson, a highly-regarded
Sports Medicine teacher
at an unnamed school
somewhere in the Western
Hemisphere, “Unions are
very unhelpful to teachers.
They really only focus on
issues such as fair pay, adequate health benefits, and
job security. Where is the
concern and attention for
the real problems, such as
Sports Medicine funding?”

In a school district
suffering from so
many problems, Jennifer Karnivorous is the
savior we all need.

While Kaviar knows
where attention is necessary, she also has an insightful understanding of
what is unnecessary—chief
among the list being gender and sexuality education. Asking a question no
one has ever asked before
regarding LGBTQ+ topics
in education, she boldly
spoke out in yet another
Facebook comment: “Can
we please stick to subjects
like reading and writing,
math and science?” (Unrelatedly, she has given
space to multiple naysayers in her comment
section who argue that
sexuality is based on feelings rather than biology.)
Kavalier’s boldness
does not stop there; even
though the state’s education code requires in-

struction in high schools
on basic sex education,
she is unafraid to deviate
from the norm, making a
proclamation through her
trusted vehicle of expression: Facebook comments.
She says, “I will teach my
child about sex and all that
goes with it, WHEN I SEE
FIT. That is MY decision.
Not yours, the school or
the government- MINE!”
In a school district
suffering from so many
problems—inclusivity of
minorities, a lack of AP
classes, teachers’ unions,
open discussions about the
LGBTQ+ community and
sex ed—Jennifer Karnivorous is the savior we all
need. (Obviously, there is
no need to research about
the opposition, Dianne
Jones, whose track record

as incumbent has merely
increased the core curriculum’s diversity, supported teachers’ unions,
and revised sex education to become more
inclusive and accurate.)
The choice is clear.
There is only one candidate who is willing to
boldly voice the unspoken thoughts in the back
of all of our heads. Jennifer Kalewivbifbouinarius’s ideas, even if some
(such as the state board of
education) might make
it impossible for them to
ever come to fruition, are
the exact kind of revolution our district is in
dire need of. Support the
Eagle Era’s endorsement
of the candidate who
will make our school
district great again.
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Media
Is the King of Streaming Services Falling?
With Netflix’s recent performance taking a downturn, is the cause what they claim it to be?
Patrick Tan
Staff Writer
With a user count of
over 220 million and an
annual revenue of nearly
$30 billion in 2021, Netflix
is a staple in the streaming
service industry. However,
for the first time in a decade, the streaming giant
has reported a significant
35.1% drop in stock price
during the first quarter of
2022, the worst since the
41% that it dropped in
October of 2011. Can the
decline be attributed to rising competition, or does
the problem lie elsewhere?
Statements were released
stating that the drop is
owed to the company falling short of its already conservative subscriber count
predictions during the
first quarter of 2022. With
the results out, Netflix was
predicted to lose another 2
million subscribers in the
quarters ahead. Investors
were surprised to see the
falling numbers, as they
expected that the company
would continue to grow.
Especially during the pandemic, millions all around
the world were staying at
home and had the opportunity to watch more shows.
Netflix claims that the
recent decline is due to
other big name streaming
services rising as well as
the frequent account sharing that many partake in.
They claim that the falling

numbers are due to different
streaming competitors stunting their growth. Streaming
services such Disney Plus,
Amazon Prime Video, and
HBO Max offer similar, if not
better, plans for a good price.
Through a class survey in my
Entrepreneurial Marketing
class, people have mentioned
using other streaming ser-

they start to offer subscription plans of the same caliber,
they will only continue to see
more significant losses. At the
moment though, despite Netflix’s decline, they have yet to
see growth fully stopped in
locations with new streaming
services, only slowing at most.
Netflix also states that
account sharing has been

sumers to seek other services.
Netflix increased the prices
for every plan by $1-2. While
monthly the change does not
sound like much, it could increase one’s subscription cost
by $25-30 annually, giving
consumers less of a reason
to continue with them. The
same group of people I asked
in class stated that if made to

a major dilemma that has
been stunting their growth.
Account sharing, as in the
name, is the usage of a single
account by multiple people
to save on costs. Netflix is actively deploying countermeasures to prevent account sharing in the future. Although
minimizing account sharing
abilities is ideal for the success of the company, enforcing each person to purchase a
subscription plan at the current price will only drive con-

purchase individual plans,
then they would transition to
other streaming services. This
poses an issue that Netflix has
to address; is it worth it to
enforce single-user subscriptions or does account sharing
still keep a flow of business?
A problem that Netflix did
not mention in their statement, though, was the licensing and removal of certain
shows. Netflix decides which
shows get renewed and which
ones do not based on popu-

PC: EF English Live
vices due to how much they
receive for their money in
comparison to Netflix. Some
specifically mentioned how
Disney Plus, for example, offers multiple sites under one
plan, which is another feature
that Netflix does not provide.
With the options provided, it
is reasonable that consumers
are switching bases. Other
companies are presenting
enticing offerings at a reasonable price, but Netflix is doing the exact opposite. Until

larity within certain regions
and if the rights to the name
are still valid. In recent years,
the company has struggled
with maintaining licensing
for a multitude of fan favorites, upsetting customers
greatly. With this being the
case, Netflix has turned to
focusing on and producing
more Netflix Originals, or
shows that have been produced in-house. Without the
big names though, they are
still missing a huge chunk
of their potential profitable
base. Many consumers online
have expressed their frustrations, stating that a lot of
their favorites are being removed. The company has addressed this, saying that it is
a must in order to stay afloat.
Netflix’s performance has
been less than satisfactory so
far during 2022. Consumers
are expressing their frustration with the recent changes
and along with rising competition and the problematic
account sharing, the streaming service is definitely in a
pickle. Other services such
as Disney Plus, Amazon
Prime Video, and HBO Max
are providing more bang for
the people’s buck, and their
popularity is showing that.
That being said, while Netflix is currently struggling, I
do not believe that the company will fall, at least in the
foreseeable future. The name
Netflix is still what people
think of when it comes to
watching shows, and it will
remain that way for as long
as streaming networks exist.

Genshin’s Racist Impact
A look into colorism in East Asia through the open-world game Genshin Impact.
Siena Encarnacion
Staff Writer
Genshin Impact is currently the highest-grossing
game ever. And it’s not
without good reason, as
this open-world game does
a phenomenal job with almost every aspect– music,
content, you name it. However, behind the gorgeous
worldbuilding and stunning character designs lies
a potentially darker hidden
agenda. The Chinese company Hoyoverse, the developer of Genshin Impact, has
a complicated and prob-

lematic portrayal of African,
Middle Eastern, Indian, and
Native American cultures
that reeks of racism. These
controversial decisions are
likely motivated by embedded racism within Asian culture and the belief that lighter
skin would make a character appealing to the public.
On August 27, 2022, one
of the most anticipated updates of Genshin was finally
released. The update 3.0 contained a whole new location
open for exploration, a place
called Sumeru. Though initially met with fervor and
excitement, the update soon
elicited mixed cries from
South Asian, African, and

Middle Eastern communities. The new region takes
heavy inspiration from these
said cultures. Most regions
are based off of from other
cultures as well; for example,
Inazuma is strictly based on
Japan, while Liyue is based
on China and parts of Mon-

However, behind the
gorgeous worldbuilding and stunning
character designs in
Genshin ImpacT lies
a potentially darker
hidden agenda.

golia. Despite the painstaking attention put to portray
these countries in a way that
could uniquely be attributed
to them, Genshin Impact
took bits and pieces of Middle Eastern, South Asian, and
African cultures to the point
where the direct inspiration
was almost unrecognizable.
For example, the characters
Dori and Candace, are new
Sumerian characters that are
classic cases of cultural mixing. Dori’s full name, Dori
Sangemah Bay, is of Persian
and Turkish origin. However, she wears an Indian
Dohti Saree and has a genie
lamp, which is a reference to
a mythical creature called a

Jinn in Arabic culture. Even
though many of these countries share similar origins, the
over-mixing of these cultures
leads to incorrect stereotypes
about their unique cultures.
Meanwhile, Candace is a
character whose namesake
is the Latinization of a title
used for royal queens in the
ancient kingdom of Kush.
Despite the cultural origin,
Candace has much lighter
skin than most modern-day
Nubians. Taking the names of
significant cultural and historical people yet not properly portraying the culture and

Read the rest on eaglera.org
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Coming of Age at American
#THELAST2UMM3R: A Final Childhood Experience
Is the Class of 2023 cruisin’ for a bruisin’?
Jessica Le
Staff Writer
Bikers or surfers?
This is a question
American High School’s
Class of 2023 must face
in the month of October, but perhaps there are
more pressing questions
to ponder—questions that
only they can discover.
What is senior
year
really
about?
For class president
Keren Skariah (12), it is
about leaving a mark on
history. “We’ve been making a lot of new events that
haven’t been done before.
Because that’s an impact.
We want to make sure senior year is good for everyone. That’s why we’re starting off this thing of having
a Senior Sleepover. It hasn’t
been done before. We want
to have a bonfire for Senior Ditch Day. We just
had the Senior Stampede.”
But even with these
activities, senior year
isn’t like the movies. It is
not High School Musical, where senior year is
about love and discovery
and late night adventures.
It is something different.
“I believe I have lived
my high school years to the
fullest, but I don’t think I’ve
had a movie experience either. Because I’m always
doing work, you know?
I’ve gone to all the events
and had those experiences. But it is different when
you’re the one planning
the events, because it is
just stressful during those.”
Although senior year is
not always like a comingof-age movie, it is special
in its own way. Senior year
is a journey of personal
growth even if there are
piles of essays to be written.
“I think during quarantine, or even maybe
even junior year, I would
let people walk over me a
lot. And now, I’ve become
stronger and I’m more
open to confronting people
when they try to hurt me.
But still, I used to do that.
And that held me back a
bit because I wouldn’t re-

Keren Skariah (middle of back) participating in tinikling
for Senior Spirit Week.
ally get a lot of respect.”
More than ever, her personal goal for senior year is
to be content with what she
has—to find closure and be
a person she is proud of. “I
think that, as seniors, that
last year is just about being
your happiest self. To let
go of things because after
this, we will all start anew.”
Coming into high
school, most students experience something completely different from what
they expected. This is the
case for Durga Kurupath,
a freshman who feels as
if the media is a separate world from real life.
“High school is very
nerve-wracking. It is overwhelming. I always thought
that it’d be like the high
school movies and a huge
experience, but I came in
and I realized it is nothing
like that at all. You have to
go out there and actually
involve yourself in so many
things. You have your own
path to discover and work
towards, so it is a different
experience, but at the same
time, it is pretty cool. You
get to meet so many different people from so many
different
backgrounds.”
However, she is excited
for senior year—even if
she has three more years
to go. “It must be an exciting experience, because
it is the last opportunity
to do everything that you
want to do. Last first day,
last last day. It is the last
year to do everything. I
feel like it is a really memorable time for all seniors.”
Kurupath has a mix of
feelings for the next four
years ahead of her. “It is

so different from middle
school and elementary
school and anything else
I’ve experienced. I can’t
help but feel scared about
all the pressure, but I’m
also pretty excited to see
what’s to come because
every day is really different. There’s so much more
of a different exposure
to everything each day.”
After high school, many
students want to leave a
positive mark behind. For
Kurupath, it took her a
second to think about the
legacy she wants to give
American High School
in 2026. It is a hard decision—she’s only just started high school—but she
has a goal. “It is the little
actions, you know? It is not
always something that has
to be big. So I feel like the
marks I want to leave are
to give out random acts
of kindness and expand
inclusion for everyone.
If everyone tries to put in
even a little bit of that community feeling, you can really make a huge mark.”
Her goal by the end of
senior year: to branch out.
“I know a lot of people have
different achievements that
they want to reach. They
want to get good grades
and get to college. Sure, I
do have an academic goal
I want to reach, but it is
also more of just wanting
to communicate with more
and more people because
I feel as if high school is a
leading path to everyday
life. I am going to graduate from high school at
one point and I will meet
so many different people.

And so I want to overcome
those low social boundaries that I have with people.
I want to explore what
I truly like to do. I want
to seriously dedicate this
time to understanding
what I want for my future.”
It is rare to accurately
reenact the movie experience, but senior year does
not have to follow that
format. It can be different for everyone. For Gatsangat Kaur (12), senior
year is about connection.
“One of my personal
goals is to actually spend
more time with the people
around me like my close
friends, because I don’t
know where I will end up
moving after senior year.”
With that, Kaur is
sure about what’s on her
mind currently: “Definitely the future because
everything from now on
is going to be different.”
It will be different.
And while there is excitement, there is also fear
about what is to come.
Andrew Yuen, a current freshman at New York
University studying film,
was part of American High
School’s Class of 2022.
“My senior year experience was really fun! I feel
like I really got to do a lot
of what I wanted to do:
Meet new people, make
friends, and make lots of
videos! I think I lived my
high school years to the
fullest, not because I did
all the things I wanted to
do all the time, but because

I feel like I really grew as
a person and learned so
much more about myself.
The biggest lesson I learned
in senior year was to understand other people.”
As ASB Historian and
Senior Class Council Videographer, Yuen strived to
make a legacy similar to
Skariah’s goal. He played
a large part in the Senior Spirit Week video—a
30-minute artwork that
captivatingly captured the
spirit week dances and
skit. Outside school, he
formed his own film organization and regularly updates his YouTube channel.
“Compared to generic
high school movies though,
I feel like there were some
things I missed out on
(though I suspect those
things only happen in the
movies). That being said,
I’m proud of my senior
year and I feel like it compares to what I’ve seen. Being able to work with Film
Club, ASB, Class Council,
and so much of the school
to make videos and have so
much fun—it was a blast!”
There is no definite
guideline to senior year, but
under the overwhelming
experience of becoming
an adult, there is a collective feeling of hope even if
it seems unreachable. That
in six months, the hardest
part will be over. That in six
months, things will be okay.
From Yuen: “To the class
of 2023: Enjoy this last
year. It’ll go by in a flash.”
Or rather, in a wave.

Andrew Yuen (middle) at New York University, with
brother (left) and father (right).
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How The Pythagorean Theorem Can Explain Inflation
Cont.
things that are happening
but if I come across something interesting I might
do more research into it.”
Ramirez also comments
that while students may
not do their own research,
there’s still a need to know
what is going on globally.
He says, “When we talk
about current events, it’s
something that’s happening. It’s not something
that was in the past or isn’t
important. [Students] are
usually a part of the conflict or they get affected by
whatever is happening. So
they’re involved in it and
they should be educated
about the topic rather
than be clueless about it.”
Mr. Peffer adds to his
previous points, saying he
doesn’t talk about current
events solely for the sake
of the lesson. American
High School in particular
features a significant lack
of practical preparation
for the future. Students are
unknowing about things
like money management,
credit, taxes, and similar
subjects that will prove
unavoidable in the future.
Mr. Peffer acknowledges
these problems and ad-

dresses them, saying, “The
stuff I talk about applies
later [in life]. For example,
I’m constantly talking about
credit, how to get credit,
how dangerous credit can
be if you’re not paying attention, and things like that.
I like to let people know
that there’s other things go-

“[It’s] not just being a
participant and just
letting the waves lap
over you but to actually be swimming with
the tide.”
ing on [besides] what’s happening in the classroom.”
A common concern held
regarding talking about
current events in class is
that teachers may use their
positions of power to influence their classes in their
politics and opinions. Mr.
Peffer realizes this while he
presents information to his
students. “One of the things
I make sure I do is I let them
know that all media is biased.” However, this does
not stop him from sharing
his point of view on situ-

ations, saying, “I let them
know that my point of view
is my point of view, and
that I shouldn’t be influencing their points of view.
And so when students ask
me what political party I
am, I don’t care [about] telling them, but it’s not what
I’m teaching.” Ms. Mishal,
also finds it difficult to keep
bias out of current event
conversations, as things
don’t happen in a vacuum.
She says, “It’s important for
[students] to know the different sides of a situation so
I do my best to not influence them or make them
be my little minions, [but
instead] try to present as
much information to them
and encourage them to seek
information on their own
as well.” In this way, she utilizes her position of power
not to control her students
but to provide a baseline
of information that can be
researched and built off of.
Yip says, “I don’t think
there’s a problem [with
teachers influencing students].” She confirms Mr.
Peffer’s and Ms. Mishal’s
discretionary
practices,
claiming that from her experience, “Most teachers,

when they share their opinions, usually tell the class
that their opinion is just
their opinion. I don’t think
teachers are trying to influence their students, but
[rather] educating them,
keeping them updated, and
making their classes more
connected to the real world.
I don’t really see the gain
from trying to influence
their students anyways.”
Ramirez
acknowledges
these same concerns and
admits he is slightly worried about teacher influence
on students and the potential division it may cause
in classes. To eliminate this
risk, he recommends that
“[Teachers] have to try to
bring their presentations
into a non-biased context because there’s some
people who don’t believe
in certain things while
others do. It’s just a matter of wording and choosing the right things to say.”
When asked whether
she would urge other teachers to follow in her footsteps, Ms. Mishal says, “I do
think more teachers should
engage in talking about
current events, especially
when there’s a clear con-

nection to the curriculum.
I think when it’s something
that’s going to have a lasting impact, we need to have
those discussions.” Ramirez
builds upon this idea, saying, “A lot of things that
are happening today are repeats of history, so it makes
sense for teachers to talk
about them and make sure
students understand them.
We can’t just be living in
the dark about the world,
it doesn’t work that way.”
There seems to be an accord throughout the school,
with teachers, students, and
admins alike: it is imperative that teachers talk about
current events with their
classes not just for the sake
of putting the classwork
into perspective, but to prepare students for the future
and make sure they understand what’s going on in the
world. By this, students can
extend in-school concepts
to real life and make practical use of their lessons
rather than keeping them
strictly theoretical. Who
knows, maybe one day a
student will actually be able
to explain inflation with
the Pythagorean Theorem.

A Sinking Sport Cont.
to be dwindling, American High is trying to shed
light on this sport. Hadi
Hassanin, one of the Varsity Boys’ captains (who
is also a member of the
Athletics
Department
for leadership), explains,
“This year has been better because we finally
made an Instagram account for water polo, and
there’s more publicizing.
There’s more flyers going
out. This year better than
previous years we have
done little to nothing basically nothing to help
pub[licize] water polo.”
But what more can we
be doing? Ventura suggests, “Showing more
clips; promoting the
games in a way that it’s not
just an Instagram post,
but just videos of what
the actual sport is would
get people interested.”
Regardless of how we
bring more attention to
water polo, it is impor-

tant we generate more interest in the sport. Marathe
describes the rich community surrounding it, “From
freshman to senior year,
it was always a good experience and the community and the environment
I was in was pretty positive

and made it worthwhile.”
If we aren’t able to generate more interest, we run
the risk of losing access to
this rich community. Ventura adds, “I know once all
the seniors leave, not a lot
of people who swim want
to do water polo because

they’re scared… Maybe we
need to show that we actually enjoy the sport for
people who [want] to join
the team [to be interested].”
“It’s a really fun sport,”
Hassanin says. “It’s hard
at first, but it’s a really fun
sport. It’s like soccer in

Donaven Tse (11) breaks the defense and rises out of the water to score a goal against
Newark Memorial.

the water. More than the
sport, though, you meet
so many cool people and
form so many bonds.
When you start seeing improvement and developing those friendships, it’s
a really fun experience.”
He hopes more people will
look into joining the team
after he’s left for college.
While people outside the
water polo scene might not
show much interest in the
sport, the stands are never
completely empty. Hassanin
says that “Water polo is just
a sport for the players and
the players’ families [right
now]. And for those families and friends, they don’t
even come to watch the
game [itself].” Families are
always in attendance, cheering on their children in the
pool, despite having limited
knowledge of the sport itself. “They come to watch
for the player,” Hassanin
says, “so half of them don’t
even know what’s going on.”
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Music
The “American” Journey of VAISH and THE
ROACHEZ
Early beginnings offer only a glimpse of these young artists’ musical futures.
Alfred Ukudeev-Freeman
Staff Writer
“One day I was bored,
and I was like, sh—,
I’ma make some music.
So I made some music.”
Vaishnav Desabhatla
(11) is his name, but everybody calls him VAISH. He
started back in quarantine,
rapping over pre-made
beats with an immature
voice like a middle schooler
who’d just figured out Garageband. Except instead
of hearing lyrics about
Fortnite, you’d hear lyrics
about depression that just
didn’t make much sense.
“Like yeah, at first it
was bad, but you just gotta keep at it, ya feel me?”
Over time, his music changed. VAISH went
from basic YouTube beats
to more instrumental
sounds, immersing the
vocals of samples with his
own voice, serving a chaotic but interesting texture.
“I love Earl Sweatshirt—
I got an Earl CD. I also
got, like, two MF DOOM
vinyls. And Mac Miller.
I f—kin’ love Mac Miller.”
He’s cited those artists as
his inspirations, and their
influences can be seen in
his melancholic lyrics, or
angsty musical texture: a
unique style for a culture
of SoundCloud rappers
so poised on appearing
tough. Because, at the end
of the day, VAISH’s goal is
to tell a story that his listeners can relate to, some
comfort for their own
tales and troubles of life.
“I was listening to Kid
Cudi and I was just sad, you
know? And then Cudi said
something, and it was like,
‘Oh, he feels that, too!’”
During the interview,
VAISH stops to scream
“STREAM VAISH” to
some poor souls passing
by. They nod their heads
and leave. Later, they return to tell us they enjoyed one of his tracks.

And that phrase VAISH
is a familiar phrase for students at American High.
Along the lockers and
whiteboards and supposedly every single school
bathroom stall, those two
words appear in their
striking large fonts, the
bad hand-writing most
synonymous with VAISH.
“You just gotta
build up your name
one way or the other.”
Like Martin Scorsese before Mean Streets, auteur
VAISH shamelessly selfpromotes at every chance

slouched and his legs on
the table. “This one guy
told me he hated my stuff,
so I just said to him, I said,
‘I love you, too.’ And the
next day, we were cool.”
Contrasting VAISH’s
humble beginnings, THE
ROACHEZ bursted into
the scene in August of 2022,
releasing an EP, titled… EP.
It’s a team of three: Farhan
Chaudhury (11), Adrian
Vidthiyani (12), and James
Dingle (12). Their genre is
a bit unclear. Would it be
fair to call them anti-pop?
Funk? THE ROACHEZ

thing? Well, all members have a band background; Vidhthiyani just
started playing this year.
“I’ve always wanted
to join since elementary
school. And I finally joined
[this year] on alto sax.”
On the other hand,
Chaudhury’s been at it for
a while, claiming the first
song he made to be all the
way from kindergarten.
“My brother had a trumpet. And, like, I saw the
trumpet. So I made music on the trumpet. Blew
the horn. That was it. ”

likes some of their songs.
“I like SNEAKY LNK;
they be doin’ some cool
stuff there,” he says.
What about competition? Any bad blood?
“Nah,” VAISH nods.
“They’re the homies.”
In truth, THE ROACHEZ are doing quite
well for their beginnings.
It’s been three months,
and they’ve already accumulated over 2,000
listeners on Spotify.
“Eventually, we want
every single Spotify
user to listen to our mu-

One band. One artist. Their early beginnings of musical careers offer only a glimpse of their future.
he gets. At one point, he
was mentioned on the
school intercom during
morning announcements.
“We were just supporting our boy,” says super-fan
Ashwin Bhat (11) who was
doing the announcements
that day. “VAISH’s name
is one that needs to be
heard around the world.”
Even with some of his
most die-hard fans, there is
a question of their sincerity. Do they really like his
music? Or are they just following some cruel joke?
“Some people are just
gonna hate, man,” says
VAISH with his back

move beyond one singular
genre, contrasting rough
808s with a soft guitar,
changing rhythms in the
middle of their songs. Or
how they describe it as…
“Sexually appealing,” says Dingle, who
plays bass. “Orgasmic.”
“My favorite artist at
the moment, number
one, is obviously THE
ROACHEZ,” says Farhan
Chaudhury before flexing his SpotifyStats. All six
of his most played songs
are select tracks from
THE ROACHEZ’s EP.
So how did they start?
Why make music their

Unfortunately, it was
never recorded. And so,
Chaudhury’s first song is
forever lost in the void of
faded memory. He plays
the sousaphone now (although, evidence of this
instrument being a real
thing is lacking). Sometimes when the day is over
and students wait for their
time to leave, his playing can be heard, roaring
from the grass field, deep
buzzing from the clearing.
“Or you can hear him
screaming like a madman,” one witness noted.
Then there’s the fans.
Even VAISH admits he

sic,” says James Dingle.
“Especially our German following. Shout
out to the Germans.”
“And achieve GOAT status,” Chaudhury blurts.
There’s an air of
similarity among these
artists. Upon asking
VAISH about his direction, where he believes
his music will go, he
holds a simple answer.
“Somewhere big,” he
says. “That’s all I know.”
And there’s not much
else he has to say. He sits
there silent for a moment, staring out behind
him. Then he walks away.
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Academics
FUSD Kills a Mockingbird
Can this controversial piece of literature truly be replaced?
Tanvi Vidyala
Staff Writer
To Kill a Mockingbird has
long been deemed a staple
in the American literary
canon and a read in High
school classrooms across
the nation for generations.
Harper Lee’s critically-acclaimed novel is centered
around racial injustice taking place in the Jim Crow
South. It is a a comingof-age story told from the
perspective of Scout Finch,
the young daughter of
lawyer Atticus Finch who
fights on the side of a Black
man who is falsely accused
of raping a white woman.
Despite its long-standing
praise, in recent years it
has been criticized for its
themes of white saviorism
and perspective of racism.
This year, FUSD decided to remove it from the
ninth-grade required reading list. American High
and the other high schools
in the district will be reading comedian and political
commentator Trevor Noah’s memoir, Born a Crime,
this spring. Born a Crime
is centered around Noah’s
experiences growing up
in South Africa as the son
of a white father and a
black mother when interracial marriage was prohibited under Apartheid.
The removal of To Kill
A Mockingbird by Harper
Lee and the introduction of Born a Crime by
Trevor Noah to the district’s core literature was
a part of a much larger
effort within FUSD to diversify the English curriculum across grades.
Mrs. Thorsen, a longtime English 9 Honors
teacher and a member of
FUSD’s Core Literature
Adoption Team, dates
this development back
to over two years ago:
“It started right after
the [resurgence of] the
Black Lives Matter movement in June of 2020,”
she said. “There was a
formal letter filed against
the school districts, saying that our books were
not relevant and were not
reflective of the students

who were reading them.
That something needed to
be done because the curriculum was far too white.”
The Core Literature Adoption Team was formed in response to this valuable consensus. The team’s goal was
to select novels that allowed
students to find mirrors that
reflect their experiences as
well as a window into the
cultures and backgrounds
of others. “It was a huge
undertaking,” Mrs. Thorsen mentions. “The list isn’t
perfect, but hopefully better than what we had before.

In recent years, To
Kill a Mockingbird has
been criticized for its
themes of white saviorism and perspective
of racism.
Jocelyn Tamboura (12),
the President of American’s Black Student Union,
describes her experiences
reading To Kill a Mockingbird in her freshman year.
“I think it was a good book.
It wasn’t too hard to understand, but it was super scary
for me as a 14-year-old girl.
It shocked me because I
think it gave me a vivid image of how [Black] people
were treated back then.”
Though she found the
novel’s premise interesting,
Jocelyn disapproves of how
the sensitive content in the
book was handled in a classroom environment. “I don’t
have great memories with
the book because I remember being frustrated by my
English teacher, Ms. G. She
said it was okay for nonBlack students to say the nword while reading the novel aloud because you weren’t
directing it towards someone.” Tamboura strongly
disagrees with her former
teacher’s opinion and recalls
how uncomfortable the situation made her feel. “There
were only two or three Black
students in our class. When
the parts with the n-word
came up in the book, people
would turn to look at me.”
Jocelyn sees many positives in adding Born a Crime
to FUSD’s core curriculum
and the push for diversity in

literature. “I think it’s good
to bring in stories from authors of color because you
get their point of view of the
situation, allowing the reader to step into their shoes.
You’ll get way more from a
book about discrimination
written by a Black author
than from a White author.”
Jocelyn is most certainly
not alone in this opinion.
“I’ve had a dissension of
students frustrated that we
were reading a book that
discusses the plight of Black
Americans in the 1940s told
from the perspective of a
white woman.” Mrs. Thorsen mentions. She describes
student criticism of this aspect of the novel to have increased “tenfold if not more”
in only the last five years.
Mrs. Thorsen expresses
sorrow in seeing To Kill a
Mockingbird go from the core
curriculum “I love the book
and believe it teaches beautiful lessons. I think it’s perfect
for the age group as far as the
themes in the writing. I’ve
always just really enjoyed
it.” However, she ultimately
agrees with the consensus.
“It is hard to defend teaching a book that so many students can’t connect with.”
Ms. Christensen, an English
9 teacher, describes her students’ difficulty connecting
with To Kill a Mockingbird.
“A lot of times, it was
tough for them to buy into it
because the first half of the
book is very much focused
on the kids rather than racism and the trial. I have a lot
of past students come and tell
me that [they’ve] never read
the book. And if they don’t
read it, what’s the point?”
She expresses that even her
own general opinion of the
novel has worsened since
she first read it as a child,
claiming some of its themes
have become “outdated” in
the current political climate.
On the other hand,
Mrs. Martin is a longtime
English 9 Honors teacher
who expresses primarily unhappiness with To
Kill a Mockingbird’s removal from the curriculum.
“There’s a timelessness
to it, and that it continues
to resonate with so many
people. It is also an outstanding opportunity to talk

about things like racism and
gender issues” she says. “I
can’t imagine that in sixty
years Born a Crime is going to have the same impact
that To Kill a Mockingbird
has had up until this point.”
She remains optimistic
for To Kill a Mockingbird’s
future in the classroom
“We need to keep in mind
that [To Kill a Mockingbird]
is not necessarily gone forever. It’s not that we are
prohibited from teaching it,
it’s just that we’re no longer
required to teach it. There
will be years that we can
bring it back just because
it’s such a staff favorite.”
Not all students
agree with the district’s
consensus
either.
Caden Kwon (12) explains
“I don’t really think that
removing To Kill a Mockingbird addresses the inherent problem and fails
to recall why To Kill a
Mockingbird is so valuable”
An avid reader, Kwon
mentions that how recently
a book was written does not
have an affect on how much
he connects to the book “One

“There’s a lot of things
in Born a Crime that
transcend international borders, and
that kids will be able
to relate to.”
of the determining factors in
the literary narrative for me
is how well it holds water.
Books that are written within a modern context, run the
general risk of it being too
contemporary and losing
connection with things that
might happen in the future.”
Rather than denouncing
To Kill a Mockingbird being told from the perspective of a White child, Kwon
claims that its point of view
is what makes it so valuable.
“In To Kill a Mockingbird can definitely pick up
on a lot of Scout’s confusion about racism throughout the novel. It being told
from the perspective of a
child captures childhood
innocence pretty well as
well as the purity of antiracist philosophy. Overall,

it showed that someone, especially back then, who was
of white privilege status was
actually able to self-reflect
and look beyond what their
immediate
conveniences
or inconveniences are.”
Now that the curriculum
in AHS has adopted Born
a Crime, with new lesson
plans in the works, English 9
teachers have praise for Born
a Crime and maintain that
Freshmen this year will find
it to be a fresh take on the
theme of racial prejudice.
“Born a Crime is a fantastic
book. I think students are really going to enjoy it. I think
Trevor Noah is an incredibly
intelligent and interesting
person.” Mrs. Martin says
“There’s a lot of things in
Born a Crime that absolutely
transcend international borders, and that kids will be
able to relate to. I think kids
are going to be able to understand [Trevor Noah] to some
degree better than they understand Scout and Atticus”
Ms. Christensen agrees.
“I love Born a Crime because I think it’s really easy
for kids to get into. It’s funny.
Trevor Noah is hilarious.”
Mrs. Thorsen commends Born a Crime’s
modern
perspective.
“We read things in Born
a Crime that reference musicians that you, or at least
your parents, would know.
Instead of things being from
a hundred years ago, everything is from when I was
growing up. There are popular trends in the novel like
TV shows, music, and movies that you are familiar with.”
Mrs. Martin concludes
her statement on Born a
Crime,
acknowledging
the new experience Born
a Crime brings forth to
both teachers and students.
“I’ve never taught anything quite like it before. I
think we’re going to have
to deal with it very differently than we’ve dealt
with any book in the past.”
Though this decision was
an (uncertain) goodbye to To
Kill a Mockingbird at American, teachers and students
fondly recall the valuable
lessons taught in it while
welcoming Born a Crime to
classrooms with open arms.
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First We Were Treating, and Then We Were Tricked
It should be socially acceptable for teens to go trick-or-treating
be, and the only reason for it is
that we’ve grown up. Everyone
expects us to move on from
this annual children’s candy

Reva Gokhale
Staff Writer
October 31 is an important date in high school. We
stay up late and eat way too
much junk food and call all
our friends and scare ourselves out of our minds––
because it’s the day college
apps are due, of course. Or
it’s the day the essay is due,
or the group project or one
of hundreds of major assignments we panic trying
to complete. Nothing else
is really going on. October
31 is just another work day,
and––hey, why is some miniature-sized Batman banging on the front door? Will
it go away if I give it candy?
It’s a sad truth that Halloween isn’t what it used to

rush, but hey, teenagers want
to trick-or-treat too! We all
used to love it as kids. Some of
us still love it. There’s a thrill

in the air, a sense of unreality and rebellion when you go
trick-or-treating. Dressing up
in costumes, treading moonlit

Everyone except teenagers walks around town filling up their trick-or-treating buckets with
candy.

sidewalks, exchanging whispers about which houses
might have the best candy…
there is an art to trick-ortreating and a mysterious,
attractive air around it that
we barely get to explore.
And I think it’s ridiculously sad how the process of
growing up involves manipulating children into giving up their own enjoyment
for the sake of maturity.
When we’re young and
excited and in costume,
parents hold our hands and
insist that we remain within
their eyesight. But by the
time our ages have earned us
phones and freedom, they’ve
also shot us past the period
of our lives where adults
will tolerate us marching up
to their doors to demand

Read the rest on eagleera.
org

“To Spook an Eagle” Cont.
grabbing a tissue to wipe
the tears from his eyes.
Myer’s rampage had significant impacts on the student body. An increase in
stress-eating was noticed
amongst upperclassmen, as
Myers did find the time to
fix the vending machines
on his destructive spree.
Bhairavi Hegde, senior volleyball player and satisfactory person to converse
with, mentioned how she
had to fearfully rush back
to class but stopped by the
machines to grab a snack.
“I was excited to buy those
baked Hot Cheetos,” she
said. “They use 70% less oil
or something like that. You
need to have a spicy snack.
It’s already a very spicy situation, so it’s only appropriate.” The “very spicy situation” Hegde refers to may
seem confusing, but that
is because it is confusing
and we also have no idea
what she meant by that.
Perhaps the most common reaction from students was to utilize the chaos to increase their grades.
Some students promised
to defend the classroom
with their lives for an A
first semester, while oth-

ers threatened to let Myers
in the classroom until they
were promised a retake on
their test. A student in Rojas’s second period managed
to fake his death, making his
dying wish an A in AP Government. The student will
not be named, as that is just
embarrassing. Mr. Rojas remembers responding to the
student, who was lying face
down on his desk. “All right,
if you want me to raise your
grade from a B to an A, in the
next world, you gotta go find
out what the lottery numbers are for next week’s big
power grind,” said Mr. Rojas
to the student, who was not
doing a good job at pretending he was dying. “And you
gotta let me know ahead of
time. I don’t care how you do
it. You contact me through a
Ouija board. You inherit the
spirit of some kid. You write
me a letter, I don’t care whatever it is. If you give me the
winning lotto numbers and
I get the money, you’ll get
your A.” Mr. Rojas did not
receive this money, as the
student miraculously felt
better and stopped pleading for an A shortly after.
We reached out to the student for a comment, but he

decided to plead the fifth.
Little is known about Myer’s intentions in coming to
American High, but many
theorize that the masked
monster had endured a
devastating break up with
his now ex-girlfriend Linda
Weathers, vampire and former Olympian skater. It was
reported by faculty that Myers had actually broken down

In the case that Myers
returns to American
High’s hallways, you
must have a hall pass
or sports material of
your choice to defend
yourself.
in tears in the 300 wing student bathrooms. It has not
been confirmed whether he
was crying over Weathers or
the state of the student bathroom itself; either way, he
was visibly emotional, while
pressing his mask down to
avoid the smell. In addition,
investigators now found, by
his recent Spotify Listening
activity, that Myers was listening to the Olivia Rodrigo
album while roaming the
campus. Apart from heart-
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break, Myers seems to also
suffer from bad music taste.
To the relief of the American High School community, Myers was taken down by
a teacher and student. While
returning to Rojas’s class,
Bhairavi Hegde stepped up
to the plate. “I had the volleyball in my hand naturally, because I’m a volleyball player,” she said. “I just
spiked the ball at him.” Myers was not arrested; as he
had fled the scene to Suju’s
Coffee, where he ordered
an iced caramel macchiato and a blueberry scone.
American High (not to
be confused with the country America that is located
below Canada) has been
rebuilding itself after the
tragedy. Hegde issued an
apology to Myers for her
spike attack on all of her
social media platforms. She
states, “I’d like to apologize
to Myers for being very aggressive with the volleyball.
It’s just that my other powers had possessed me, and
he just couldn’t deal with
it. So I’d like to say sorry.”
Ayana Kashikar issued an
even more moving apology
to the senior class for damaging the set materials that
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they had worked hard to
put together. “I’ll say that
every student in our class
matters. My life matters
a little bit more than the
surfboard. So, they should
actually feel bad. You only
live once,” claims Kashikar.
She spent around seven
tears on the apology and
promised to educate herself on the history of set
materials within the American High community.
The campus has learned
much from the incident.
First, do not roam around
campus mindlessly. In the
case that Myers returns
to American High’s hallways, you must have a
hall pass or sports material of your choice to defend yourself. In the event
that you do not have either, grab the nearest underclassman. Second, do
not fake your death to attempt to raise your grade.
I refuse to explain this
one to you. Third, always
cite your sources. Finally,
be sure to stay safe during the Halloween season.
Be cautious when going
out at night, and have fun
(to a reasonable extent).
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